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ABSTRACT 
The problem of periodicity for the infinite products of a class of matrices, the 
V-matrices, with some negative elements and row sums equal to one is studied. After 
a series of lemmas, propositions, and theorems, a basic theorem is proved: that an 
infinite product of V-matrices under certain conditions splits into a number of 
subsequences which converge geometrically fast. Finally a method for finding these 
limits, based on some properties of generalized inverses, is provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Tsaklidis and Vassiliou (1990) a new class of matrices, the V-matrices, 
were introduced and their infinite products were studied. The V-matrices are 
a class of finite matrices with some negative elements and row sums equal to 
one. Let (V(t): t = 0, 1,2.. .} be a sequence of V-matrices, i.e. 
Q(t) X(t) 
V(t) = H--l (1.1) 0 y(t) ’ 
where {Q(t): t = 0, 1, . . . ) is a sequence of k, X k, stochastic matrices, 
(Y(t): t = 0, 1, . . .) a sequence of k, X k, stochastic matrices, and {X(t): t 
= 0, 1, . . . } a sequence of k, X k, real matrices with the property X(t)1 = 0, 
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where 1 is the column vector of l’s and 0 the coulmn vector of 0’s. Thus the 
V-matrices have row sums equal to 1, but they are not stochastic matrices, 
since some of the elements of the matrices X(t), t = 0, 1, . . . , are negative. 
In Tsakhdis and Vassiliou (1990) attention was focused on infinite prod- 
ucts of the form 
V(t,t + n) = V(t)V(t + 1) ***V(t + n). (14 
A basic theorem was proved: that under certain conditions the limit as n 4 m 
of the above infinite product exists. A basic condition for the existence of the 
limit was-as in the case of stochastic matrices-that the sequences of 
matrices {Q(t): t = 0, 1, . . . } and {Y(t): t = 0, 1, . . . } converge to regular 
stochastic matrices. In the present paper attention is focused on the logical 
question of whether or not the lim n -) m V(t, t + n> exists if the conditions of 
regularity are relaxed. 
In Section 2 of the present paper, after a series of lemmas, the main 
theorem is provided: if the sequences (Q(t): t = 0, 1, . . . } and {Y(t): t = 
0, 1, . . } converge to matrices Q and Y which are periodic with periods d, 
and d, respectively, then under certain conditions the sequence {V(t, t + 
n): 72 = 0, 1, . . . } splits into d,d, subsequences for which the limits exist for 
every t E N if (d,, d,) = 1 (’ i.e. if d, and d, are relatively prime). Another 
important result which is proved is that if we consider each subsequence 
separately, then-under certain conditions-the rate of convergence of the 
subsequences is geometric. These results answer the important problem of 
periodicity for the infinite products of V-matrices which appear in the study 
of nonhomogeneous population systems as variance-covariance matrices 
(Vassiliou and Gerontidis, 1985; Tsakhdis and Vassiliou, 1988; Bartholomew, 
1967, 1973, 1982; Pollard, 1973; Wynn, 1973). 
In Section 3, through some basic lemmas, we establish a method for the 
calculation of the d,d, limits, the existence of which we proved previously. 
Finally, in Section 4, we provide an illustration of the results of the 
present paper. 
2. PERIODICITY OF INFINITE PRODUGTS OF V-MATRICES 
In this section our main object is to prove that, under certain conditions, 
the limits of d = d,d, subsequences of the sequence {V(t, t + n): n = 
O,l,. . .) exist if (d,, d,) = 1. Also it will be proved that if we consider each 
subsequence separately, then the rate of convergence is geometric. 
Now, it is possible, for any stochastic matrix A of period d, to distinguish 
the cyclic subclasses *C,,, *C,, . . . , *Cd _ 1 [for a good account of the proper- 
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ties of the cyclic subclasses see Isaacson and Madsen (19761, Iosifescu 
(197911. Then the periodic stochastic matrix A can be written in block form. 
Let Ai, i = 0, 1, . . . , d - 1, be the nonnull submatrices in the block form of 
A containing the transition probabilities for moving from the states of any 
cyclic subclass _,,Ci to the states of the cyclic subclass *Ci+ i, with *C, = *C,,. 
Consider in what follows every stochastic matrix A of period d to be written 
in block form, and symbolize by r&C,) the number of elements (states) of 
the subclass *Ci, i = 0, 1, . . , d - 1. 
From a combination of results in Iosifescu (19791 and Isaacson and 
Madsen (1976) we easily arrive at the following lemma, which describes the 
behavior of the powers of any periodic stochastic matrix A. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an irreducible stochastic matrix of period d. Then 
the matrix A*(r) = lim, em Atd+r, 0 < r < d, exists and is equal to A’A*(O) 
= A*(O)A’. 
REMARK 2.1. An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 is that if t E N 
is written as nd + s, n, s E N, where s = kd + r, k E N, 0 Q r < d, then 
“d+s A*(s) = h,, A exists and A*(s) = A*(r). 
REMARK 2.2. Let the V-matrices be given by (1.11, where Q(t) and Y(t)> 
are periodic matrices of periods d, and d, respectively. Then they can be 
written in block form as shown on page 178. 
In what follows, the block columns of the matrix X(t) in the previous form 
of V(t) will be denote :d by Xj(t), j = 0, 1,. . . , d, - 1, i.e. 
xj(t) = I> j = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1; X d,-l,j(t) 
thus X(t) can be written as X(t) = (X,(t), X,(t), . . . ,X+,(t)>. This parti- 
tioned form of X(t) is useful in the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a k, X k, stochastic matrix of period d,, and Y a 
k, x k, stochastic matrix of period d, with Cd,, d,) = 1. Let also X(t) be a 
sequence of k, X k, real matrices with X(t )l = 0 written in the fom 
X(t) = (x,(t)>x,(t), ..~~d~-l(~))> 
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where Xj(t), j = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, are k, X n&C1) matrices. Define 
Q*(S) = liim Qndl+s, Y*(t) = nli_mm Yndz+t, forevey s,t EN. 
Zf there are column vectors cj such that 
Xj(t)l = cj f&every t E N (j = O,l,. . . , d, - l), (2.2) 
then 
d-l 
B, = c Q*(f(s -m))X(g(m))Y*(m) =O (2.3) 
m=O 
Proof. Let 
B,=(bsiij) with i=1,2 ,..., k,,j=l,2 ,..., k,, 
Q*(n) = (q;(n)) with i,j = 1,2 ,..., k,, 
X(n) = (xij(n)) with i = 1,2 ,..., k,, j = 1,2 ,..., k,, 
Y*(n) = (y;(n)) with i,j = 1,2 ,..., k,, 
cj = (c~,~) with i = 1,2,. .., k, (j=O,l,..., d,-1). 
Also let 
Q:,h( n) = (q;(n)) for i ETCH, j EQCh with k, h E (0, 1, . . . , d, - 1)) 
Y[,h(n) =(y;(n)) for iEyCk, j+C, with k,hE{O,l,...,ds-1). 
Now, it is known (Iosifescu, 1979) that Q:,h(n) # 0, k, h E (0, 1, . . . , d,], 
only if k + n = h (mod d,), or equivalently, if the remainder of the division 
(k + n)/d, is equal to h [symbolize h = r(k + nldl)]. It also known that the 
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matrix Q:,,(n) is stable for h = r(k + nld,); thus every column of it has 
identical entries. Hence Q;,h<n> can be expressed in the form 
QbW = MA With m E &r(k+n(d,), (2.4) 
where the constants 4.2 E R. 
Similarly we get that Y&(n) # 0 only if h = r(k + nld,). Then [for 
h = ~-UC + n&J 
Yk*.h(“) =( Y.3) With m E YCr(k+n,d2). (2.5) 
where y.*, E R. 
Now, let r-r = r<fCs - m> + ild,) and r2 = r(j - mid,)(s, m, 4 j E N). 
From (2.31, (2.4), and (2.5) we get 
d-l 
Let m = d,u + u, where u E (0, 1, . . . , d, - l}, u E {0, 1, . . . , d, - l}, and 
denote rs = r(s - ud, - u + iid,) [= r(s - v + iid,] and rd = r(j - ud, 
- vld,) for every s, U, u, i, j E N. Then, on account of (2.21, the last relation 
becomes 
d,-1 d,-1 
b3;i.j = Y.T C C C 41ck 
V=O U=O k-zQC,, 
d, - 1 d,-1 
= y.; c c q: c Ck,r4. 
v=O kEQCT3 u=o 
(2.6) 
Now, since the integers 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1 form a complete system of distinct 
representatives of the congruence classes modulo d, and Cd,, d,) = 1, then 
the integers (j - u) - Od,, (j - u> - Id,, . . . , (j - u> - Cd, - l)d, ah 
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form a complete system of distinct representatives of the congruence classes 
modulo d, (Stark, 1970, Theorem 3.12). Hence 
since X(t)1 = 0 for every t E N. Thus (2.6) implies bSii, j = 0, for every 
i E {1,2,. . . , k,}, j E {1,2,. . . , k,}, and s E (0, 1,. . . , d - 1). n 
By multiplying both sides of (2.3) by 1 we easily arrive at the following 
result: 
COROLLARY 2.1. If the conditions of Lemma 2.2 hold, then 
d-l 
c Q*(f(s - m))X(g(m))l= 0. 
m=O 
In what remains we use as the norm 11 All of a matrix A = (aij>,, j E G the 
quamiq supi E G cj E G a and we define the incioknce matrix of A as the 
matrix A = (a’,),, j E c 
i,’ 
for which Zij = 1 if aij > 0 and Zij = 0 if aij = 0. 
Moreover, let {A(t): t = 0, 1, . . . } be a sequence of matrices, and A a 
matrix such that lim ,,,llA(t) - All = 0. W e say that the rate of convergence 
of the sequence {A(t) : t = 0, 1, . . . } to the matrix A is geometric if there are 
constants c and b, 0 < b < 1, such that lb(t) - AlI < cb’ for every t E N. 
In the proofs that follow we will make use of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.4 (Iosifescu, 1979). y A is a square matrix such that 
lim t ,,At = 0, then the matrix (I - A)-’ exists and (I - A)-’ = CT=,A’. 
We now provide in the (suitable) form of a theorem the following 
proposition, which is due to Bowerman (1974) and to Bowerman, David, and 
Isaacson (1977). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {Q(t):t =O,l,... } be a sequence of finite, irre- 
ducible, stochastic matrices such that lim, ,JQ(t) - Qll = 0, where Q is a 
stochastic matrix of pen’od d, the rate of convergence is geometric, and 
&t)=Gfort>T< 03. Zfs,t,, E Nands = n,d + II, t, = nd + r, 0 < II 
< d, 0 < r < d, then the sequences Q(s, t,,) converge as n -+ CO and the rate 
of convergence is geometric, for every s E N. 
A corollary of the above theorem, useful in the proof of the basic 
Theorem 2.2, is the following: 
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COROLLARY 2.2. L&t {Q(t): t = 0, 1, . . . } be a sequence of finite, irre- 
ducible, stochastic matrices such that hm, ,&2(t) - Qll = 0, where Q is a 
stochastic matrix of period d, and Q(t) = Q for every t E N. Zf s, t, E N 
ands=n,d+v,t,=nd+r,O<v<d,Ogr<d,thenlim,,,Q(s,t,) 
= Q*Qf”- u+ 1) 
7 where Q* = lim,,,Qnd. 
The following basic theorem is now provided. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let V(t) be a sequence of V-matrices (of the form (l.l)), 
where the matrices Q(t) and Y(t) are irreducible and periodic with periods 
d, and d, respectively, and (d,, d,) = 1. Zf 
(1) the relation (2.2) holds, 
(2) there are matrices Q, Y, and X such_ that lirn, _+m Q(t) = Q, 
hm ,,,Y(t) = Y, hm,,,X(t) = X, with Q(t) = Q, Y(t) = Y for every t E 
N, and 
(3) the rate of convergence of the sequences Q(t) and Y(t) is geometric, 
then the sequence V(t, t + n) splits into d,d, subsequences which converge 
geometrically f& as n + 03 (the limits are calculated in Section 3). 
Proof. From Tsakhdis and Vassiliou (1990) we get that 
V(t,t+n) = [v], 
with 
S(t,t+n) = iQ(t,t+n-j-l)X(t+n-j)Y(t+n+l-j,t+n) 
j=O 
(2.7) 
[with Q(t, t - 1) = I, Y(t, t - 1) = I for every t E Nl. The sequence Q(t, t 
+ n) splits (Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.2) into d, convergent subsequences of 
the form Q(t, nd, + r-1, r = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, and the sequence Y(t, t + n) 
splits into d, convergent subsequences of the form Y(t, nd, + v>, v = 
0, 1, . . . , d, - 1. Thus, for the sequence V(t, t + n) the blocks containing the 
sequences Q(t, t + n), Y(t, t + n) can be thought as a sequence which splits 
into k convergent subsequences, where k is the least common multiple of d, 
and d,. In order to prove that the sequence Nt, t + n) splits into d = d,d, 
subsequences with (d,, d,) = 1 it is sufficient to prove that the remaining 
block sequence containing S(t, t + n) splits into d = d,ds converging 
subsequences when (d,, d,) = 1. 
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Let 
Q*(m) = tin Q(t,t + kd, + m - I), 
Y*(n) = tim Y(t,t + kd, + n - l), 
,D(t,t + kd, + m) = Q(t,t + kd, + m) - Q*(m + l), 
,D(t,t + kd, + n) = Y(t,t + kd, + n) - Y*(n + I), 
where m E (0, 1, . . . , d, - l}, n E (0, 1, . . . , d, - 1). It is apparent that the 
definitions of Q*(m), Y*(n), ,D(t, t + kd, + m>, ,D(t, t + kd, + n) can be 
extended to every m, n E N. Then, if m = pd, + rl, p E N, 0 < rl < d, 
and if n = qd, + r2, q E NI 0 < r, < d,, we easily get Q*(m) = Q*(rl) 
and Y*(n) = Y*(r,>, m, n E N. 
Now for the convergent subsequences of Q(t, t + n) and Y(t, t + n) 
there are (Theorem 2.1) constants cl, cp. b,, b, with 0 < b,, b, < 1 such 
that 
I&D( t, t + kd, + m) 11 < clb:dl+m+l and 
IIyD(t, t + kd, + n) II < cPbidz+“+l (2.8) 
for every t E N. From (2.7) we get 
xX(t + (n -j)d + s - m) 
XY(t + (n -j)d + s - m + 1, t + nd + s) 
i 
+ i Q(t,t+s-m-l)X(t+s-mm) 
m=O 
XY(t+s-m+l,t+nd+s) (2.9) 
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XX@ + (n -j)d + s -m) 
x,D(t+(n-j)d+s-m+l,t+nd+s) 
+ c ,D(t, i? + (rr -j)d + s - m - 1) 
j=O 
xX(t+(n -j)d+s - m)Y*(m) 
n-1 
+ c Q*(f(s - m))X(t + (n -j)d + s - m) 
j=O 
x,D(t+(n-j)d+s-m+l,t+nd+s) 
n-l \ 
+ c Q*(f(s - m))X(t + (n -j)d + s - m)Y*(m)} 
j=O I 
+ k Q(t,t+s-wz-l)X(t+s-mm) 
m=O 
x Y(t + s - m + 1,t + nd + s). (2.10) 
Now, by (2.8) and since the sequence X(t) is bounded [X(t) is convergent], it 
can be proved by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 2.2 in Tsaklidis 
and Vassiliou (1990) that the first sum in (2.10) tends to 0, as n + m, 
geometrically fast and uniformly in t. Furthermore, according to Lemma 2.2 
[note that (d,, da) = 1 by hypothesis], the fourth sum in (2.10) is the null 
matrix. As regards the second sum in (2.101, the sequence X(t) is bounded; 
thus there exists c E R+ such that IX(t)]] < c for every t E n. Then, by 
(2.8), 
II,D(t,t + (n -j)d + s - m - l)X(t + (n -j)d + s - m)jI 
+D(w + ( n -j)d + s - m - 1)jI]Ix(t + (n -j)d + s - m)II 
Q (q+l”-f)d+- [(n -j)d + s -m 2 01, 
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which implies that the sequence Cafe ,D(t, t + (n -j)d + s - m - l)X(t 
+ (n - j)d + s - m> converges-geometrically fast and uniformly in t-as 
n + w, for every s, m E N. Similarly, it can be proved that the third sum in 
(2.10) converges geometrically fast and uniformly in t as n + ~0. 
Thus, from (2.10) we get that the sequence S(t, nd + s) converges as 
n + co for every t E N, but not uniformly in t (since the last sum depends 
on t). n 
REMARK 2.3. It can be shown by counterexamples that if (d,, d,) f 1, 
or if (d,, d,) = 1 but (2.2) fails, then-generally-the conclusion of Theo- 
rem 2.2 also fails. 
3. CALCULATION OF lim, em S(t, nd + s) 
In the previous theorem we proved that the sequence V(t, t + n) splits 
into d = d,d, converging subsequences. In order to find the limits of the 
subsequences, what remains is to provide a method to calculate the 
lim ,,,S(t,nd+s)(sE{O,l,..,, d-l}). 
Using (2.7) we get 
S(t,(n + l)d + s) 
d-l n 
= c xQ(t,t+(n+l-j)d+s-m-1) 
m=O j=O 
x X(t + (n + 1 -j)d + s -m) 
x Y(t + (n + 1 -j)d + s-m+l,t+(n+l)d+s) 
s 
+ c Q(t, t + s - m - l)X(t + s - m) 
m=O 
X Y(t + s -m + l,t + (n + l)d + s) 
d-l n 
= c xQ(t,t+(n+l-j)d+s-m-1) 
m=Oj=l 
X X(t + (n + 1 -j)d + s -m) 
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x Y(t + (n + 1 -j)d + s-m+l,t+(n+l)d+s) 
d-l 
+ c Q(t,t + (n + 1)d + s -m - 1) 
n=O 
x x(t + (n + 1)d + s -m) 
x Y(t + (72 + 1)d + s-m+l,t+(n+l)d+s) 
s 
+ c Q(t,t+s-m-l)X(t+s-mm) 
m=O 
x Y(t + s -m + 1,t + (n + 1)d + s). (3.1) 
Now, by (2.9), we have 
d-l n 
c c Q(t,t+(n+l-j)d+s- m-l)X(t+(n+1-j)d+s-m) 
m=Oj=l 
XY(t+(n+l-j)d+s-m+l,t+(n+l)d+s) 
i 
d-l n-l 
= c xQ(t,t+(n-j)d+s-m-1) 
m=Oj-0 
XX(t+(n-j)d+s-m)Y(t+(n-j)d+s-m+l,t+nd+s) 
X Y(t + nd + s + 1,t + (n + 1)d + s) 
= 
1 
S(t,nd + s)- i Q(t, t + s - m - 1) 
m=O 
xX(t + s - m)Y(t + s - m + 1, t + nd + s) 
x Y(t + nd + s + 1, t + (n + 1)d + s). 
Then (3.1) becomes 
S(t,(n+ l)d+s) =S(t,nd+s)Y(t +nd+s+ l,t+(n+ l)d+s) 
d-l 
+ zQ(t,t+(n+l)d+s-m-1) 
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x x(t + (n + 1)d + s -m) 
X Y(t + (n + 1)d + s -m 
+1,t + (fz + 1)d + s). (3.2) 
In (3.2) let n + m and denote S*(t, s) = lim,,,,S(t, nd + s) to get 
d-l 
S*(t, s) = S*(t, s)Yd + c Q*(f( s - m))XY”, 
m=O 
or 
s*(t, s)(I - Yd) = C(s), (3.3) 
where C(s) = C~~~Q*(f(s - m))XY”. 
In order to evaluate S*(t, s) from (3.3), since Y is a periodic stochastic 
matrix of period d, and d is a multiple of d,, the matrix gd can be written in 
the form 
.*. c Y d,-1 
. . . 0 
Y, .-. 0 
:] ; 
0 0 . . . . 
yd,-l 
(3.4 
thus 
I-Y, 
1. . 
0 --* 0 
0 
I-Y, .
*-* 0 
I-@=  : (3.5) 0 0 *** I - id,_1 I. 
Let S*(t,s)=(S:,,(t,s)), with u=O,l,..., d,-1, u=O,l,..., d,-1, 
where Sz,,<t, ) s are n(,C,) X n<,C,> matrices. Similarly let C(s) = C,,,(s)), 
with u = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, u = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1 (s E {O, 1,. . . , d - l}), 
where C,,.(s) are n(,C,) X n<,C,> matrices. Then, by (3.51, Equation (3.3) 
becomes 
s:,“(k s) * (1 - Y”) = C”,“W~ 
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or 
slT,“(t, SW” = CU,“W~ u = 0, 1, . . . ) d, - 1, u = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, 
(3.6) 
where A, = I - Y,,. 
In order to evaluate the matrices S&<t, s&and thus S*(t, s&from 
(3.6), Lemma 3.1 is provided. In what follows consider X(t) partitioned [as in 
(2.1)] in the form X(t) = (Xi, j(t)), i = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, 
where Xi,j(t) are n(,C,) x n&.Cj> submatrices. Then, by Theorem 2.2 
[Equation (2.2)], th ere are column vectors ci j such that 
x,,,(t)1 = ci,j forevery HEN, i=O,l,..., d,-1, 
j=O,l,..., da-l. (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.1. 
d-l m 
s:,,(t, s)l = c c c&.,&t +jd + s - m - l)crl,rz 
m=O j=O 
for every u E (0, 1, . . . , d, - l}, u E (0, 1, . . . , d, - l}, where pi = r(s - m 
+ uld,) and r2 = r(u - m/d,). 
Proof. As is seen by the examination of the sums of (2.101, the first 
(double) sum tends to 0 as n + CQ, and the fourth sum is also the zero matrix. 
Thus multiply (2.10) by 1 and let n -+ 00 to get 
qJt> 8) * 1 
n-l 
hm zoD,,.l(t,t+(n-j)d+s-m-1) 
n-m j=O 
xx,,,& + (n -_Od + s - +,*z..(4 1 
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d-l 
+ c Q:.rl(f(s -m>) 
m=O 
x Ap,& + (n -j)d + s-m++,t+nd+s) 
+ i Q,,,,(k t + s - m - l)%,& + s - m) 
m=O 
X hm Y,,,( { 
t+s-m++,t+nd+s)1}. (3.9) 
?z+m 
By definition of ,D(t, n) it is obvious that ,D(t, n>l = 0 for every fl > t; 
thus the second sum in (3.9) vanishes. Then, by (3.71, Equation (3.9) leads to 
(3.8). W 
COROLLARY 3.1. For large t (denote t * ) one has 
d-l 
s;,,(t, S) . 1 = c (Qd+S-m)u.rl * 
m=O 
({I - [Q” - Q*(O)]}-‘} r,,rz. cr,.rt 
+ ioWm,..r,cr,,,~ (3.10) 
where u E (0, 1,. . . , d, - 11, u E (0, 1, . . , d, - 11, r1 = & - m + uld,), 
and rp = r(u - mid,). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we easily get 
Q d+s-mQ*(0) = Q*(f(s - m)); (3.11) 
then for t s , 
,D(t,t+jd+s-m-1) =Q(t,t+jd+s-m-1) -Q*(f(s-m)) 
=Q jd+s-m - Q*(f(s - 4) 
=Q d+s-m(Q(j-l)d - Q*(O)) (j 2 1). 
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Hence 
,D,,rl(t,t +jd + s - m - 1) = (Qd+s-m)u,r,{QV-‘)d - Q*(O)h,.., 
(3.12) 
for everyj > 1, u E (0, 1, . . . , d, - I), where ri = r(s - m + uld,). 
Denote by b the double sum in (3.8). Then, by (3.12), for t P we get 
d-l 
b = c (Qdfs-“‘)u, r, - i {Qj" - Q*(O)) * cr,,rz. (3.13) 
m=O j=O r1. rl 
Since Q*(O) = hmj,mQjd (by definition), then-by Lemma 2.4-(3.13) 
implies 
d-l 
b = c (Qd+-)u,r, * 
m=O 
({I - [Q” - Q*(O)]}-' - Q*(O)) r,>rI *crl.rn’ 
(3.14) 
and on account of (3.11) and Corollary 2.1, (3.14) becomes 
d-l 
b = c (Qd+s-m)u,r, * 
m=O 
({I - [Q” - Q*(0)l}-l}.~,,l’C~~.~~. 
From the last relation and (3.8) for t e , (3.10) follows. W 
Now, since the matrices Yi, i = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, in (3.4) are regular 
(Iosifescu, 1979, §4.4.2), Equation (3.6) can be solved in terms of S*(t, s) by 
following the steps of solving Equation (3.2) in Tsakhdis and Vassihou (1990). 
Hence 
s:,,(W = Cu,vWKv + Z(I - JGv), u = 0, 1, . . . , d, - 1, 
u= O,l,..., d, - 1, (3.15) 
where H, is the Hermite canonical form of the matrix A,, K, is a 
generalizedinverse of A,, such that A,K, = H,” (u = 0, 1, . . . , d, - l), and 
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Z is any n(,C,> X r&.C,) real matrix. The matrix HA, is given by 
191 
1 0 1 0 1 ...  . 0 0 0 *** a1 0’  
, (3.16) 
where the index c, [l < c, Q n<,CJl is unique for every matrix HA”, and 
where h, 1, h, 2,.. 
IO, 1, . . . , 
.,h,u,cv_l E R with Cx:h: i f 0 for every UE 
& - ii. Denote by a: the nonnull row victor of I - HAti. Then 
(3.15) becomes 
s:,,(t, s> = C,,,(s)K, + za:, 21 = 0, 1, . . , d, - 1, 
u=O,l,..., c&--l, (3.17) 
where z is any r&C”> X 1 vector, s S {O, 1,. . . , d - 1). 
Now, the solution of Equation (3.17) in terms of S*,,“<t, s) must be-by 
Theorem 2.2-unique. Thus, the problem of evaluating S:,,(t, s> reduces to 
the evaluation of the appropriate vector z in (3.17). In view of (3.16), multiply 
(3.17) by 1 to get 
s:,,(k s)l = C,,,(s)K,l + ‘[l - ~llhcv,j). (3.18) 
Note that C,,.(s) = CkL’,Q:, r,<f<s - m>)Xrl, ,.,Yrz, “, rl = 4s - m + uld,), 
f-2 = r(u - mid,), is a stable matrix, since Q:, r,<fCs - m)) is stable (Iosifescu, 
1979). Thus C,,v(s)K, is also a stable matrix, and it can be written as 
C,,,(s)K, = lp’(w,u), (3.19) 
where 1 is the r&C,) X 1 column vector of l’s and p’(s; u, u) is a 1 X r&C,) 
row vector. Moreover Pi1 h ’ j 1 c,.j # 1 (Tsakhdis and Vassiliou, 1990). Hence, 
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by (3.191, Equation (3.18) implies 
{S,*,“(k s)l - p(s; u, up}‘, (3.20) 
where p(s; U, u) = p’ts; u, u)l. 
From (3.17), (3.19), and (3.20) follows 
s:,“(t, s) = lp’(s; u, u) + {SZ,.(t, s)l - ~(3; u, u)l]al 
(3.21) 
for every 24 E 10, 1, . . . , d, - l], u E IO, 1,. . . , d, - 11, where S&(t, s)l is 
given by (3.8) [or (3.10) if t ~1. n 
ILLUSTBATI~N. In what follows we illustrate the results of the present 
paper by means of an example. To simplify the calculations we’ll evaluate 
S*(t, s)--using (3.21)-in the case t * . 
Let 
Q(t) X(t) 
V(t) = H--l 0 w ’ 
where V(t) are V-matrices such that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold, with 
, 
x= 
-loo~-lo 0 1 
0 1 0; -1 0 0 -1 
--------r---- ----__------ 
.OlOl 00-l 0 
(-1 0 
I 
;__-!--! 
; 00 I , 
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and 
Y= 
; 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 ; 
0 ; 0.4 0.4 0.2 0 1 0 
; 0.1 0 0.4 0.5 ; 
_________---y-----------------+---___-_ 
I 
I i 0.6 0.4 I 
0 I 0 ; 0.2 0.8 
I I 0.5 0.5 
I I / 0.4 0.6 
------------ ~_________________I_------- 
I 
0.6 0.2 0.2 1 
0.4 0.2 0.4 ; 
0 
I .4068 .1788 .2119 .2026 
y6 = 
0 
j .4065 .1787 .212 .2028 i I 
l .4067 .1787 .212 .2026 ; 
I ______-------L_--------____________&---------- .4066 .1787 .212 .2027 1 
I 
0 I 0 j .4668 .5332 I 
I 1 .4668 .5332 
I 
The Hermite canonical forms HA, of the submatrices A, = (I - Y”), and the 
generalized inverses K, , u = 0, 1,2, such that A,K, = H, are found to be ” 
0 0 2.609 0.6523 1 
-0.6522 0 1 [ 0 0 1  1 0 , K, = 1.6088 1.6522 1 , 
l- 2.0067 - 0.8816 - 1.0461 
3.007 0.8818 1.0461 1 
1.8815 1.046 1 
2.0069 0.8817 2.0461 1 
0 -1.0461 1 
0 
1 K 
1.8755 
2 
= 
-0.8755 0 ’ 0 
01 
1 
1 ; 1 
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and ah = (1.6089, 0.6522, l), a; = (2.0067, 0.8816, 1.0461, l), 
ah = (0.8755,1). 
Let s = 5. In order to evaluate the submatrices S,*, .(t, 5) from (3.21) 
notice that 
C(5) = 5 Q*(5 - m)XY” 
m=O 
-6027 .8 - .1973 1 .4257 3543 - .8114 .0314; - .1432 .1432 
-6027 .8 -.1973 I .4257 
= ------------- I-_--- 
.3543 -.8114 .0314; -.1432 .1432 
_______----__-T__-______ 
-.322 .6 -.27804; -.4106 
I 
.4854 .36 - .4347 i - .547 ,547 
Now, multiply the submatrices C,, “(5) by K,, u = 0, 1,2, to get lp’6 U. ~1. 
For example, if u = 0, u = 2, then 
corn * K2 = MM;][ 1.80755 :] 
- .2686 0 = 
- .2686 0 I 
= !_p’(5; 0,2), 
where ~‘(5; 0,2) = ( - .2686,0). 
What remains is to evaluate S:, “(t, 5)1, u = 0, 1, u = 0, 1,2, by (3.10): 
S,*&,5)1=(1.6, -0.4)‘, S;,,(t,5).1=(-1.6,0.4)‘, S;,,(t,5).1=(0,0)’ 
q&,5)1=0, S:,,(t,5)1=0, q&,5)1=0. 
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Then, substituting in (3.211, we get 
.1866 1.12 .2934; - ,225 .0684 -1.1506 -.2928; - .1432 .1432 
.1866 1.12 .29341 -.225 a684 -1.1506 -.29281 -.1432 .1432 
S’(t,5)= --___________+________-----_____-+-----____ 1 
- ,322 .6 ,278 1 .4107 .4853 .36 .4347! S469 5469 - - - - 
I I 
Similarly, we evaluate the remaining subsequences: 
s*(t,o)= 
I -.1094 .1714 1 .8 .0286 1094 1 -1.2241 I  .4107 ,0 9 .4853 ,128 7 6 -1.0234 - .36 ,0 - .84 . 347 1712; Ii - - 1.0137 80114 2 1.0801 13714 2
-__________+_______-------__---I-----_____ ) 
I I I 
- - - 6028 .8 .1973; .4257 3543 -.8114 .0315 1 .1432 .1432 
,384 1.2 .416 I .4257 354.3 -.8114 .0315 I- 1.0768 - .9232 
s*(t,l) = I --_______-__+_______-------___--I-------___ , 
.1714 .8 .0286 i - 6547 .3781 2328 - .5562 j - .7337 3337 
I I 
s*(t, 2) I - .1714 8153067 .8 492 
= ____--------- 
- .0286 584 ; 1331 I - -.248 4257 1.0614 .1995 5568354.3 -.8114 ,020s .44 8 - 35361 .7589 03 5/ 1- -.2669 4233. 69 -.1767 .8 69 Is
T___-----------______ I__-------- 
S*(t,3) 
r .1866 1.12 .2934 ; .4257 3543 - .8114 .0315! - .8901 -.71 
I 
3565 
= 
.I866 1.12 .2934; - .3877 -St031 -1.2354 - .3739; .0435 
------------- ~_______------_____----r-------- 
----- 1 > -.1247 .68 -.1553j -.8174 .3067 ,148 - 6373 I - .2669 .8669 I 
s*(t, 4) 
- - - - .618 .48 ,462 1 .4107 .4853 .36 .4347 - ; .2669 .8669 
.3687 .88 A5131 -.4107 .4853 .36 - .4347 I- 1.2005 - .1995 
= ------------- ~________----------__ I---- ------ . 
.1866 1.12 .29341 .1817 2471 -.9386 -.0901 
I 
; -.61 - .39 
I 
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